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ABSTRACT
The research project was initiated by Outboard Marine Asia,
Limited with the objectives of reducing the risks of marketing
decisions and avoiding uneconomical waste. Later, they were extended
to cover finding new market opportunities in the' fishery
industry. It was with these objectives in mind that the project was
viewed as a basis for developing a standard package of research
design for OMC to build up its marketing plan in other South-East
Asian countries. Also, the project was aimed at coming up with a
marketing plan for commercial outboard engines in Hong Kong.
The project was made up of three studies. The first was the
assessment of the current market situation, the second a consumer
survey, and the last, but not the least, a dealer survey. They were
carried out in Hong Kong for the commercial outboard engine market.
The assessment of the trends in the fishing industry helped to
determine the state of the commercial market here. It was concluded
that for commercial outboards Hong Kong was a replacement market or
at least not a growing one. This was due to the gradual decrease
in the number of fishermen and the increased productivity of vessels.
This in turn, caused a switch in methods of fishing operations that
did not need sampans and commercial outboards for assistance.
The consumer survey investigated the determinant attributes
that affected users' choice of brands and the sources of influence
on them. Other valuable information, such as buying habits, outboard
environment were also collected.
The users were mainly illiterate and recognized a brand by its
logo and composition of colour. Fishermen's own experiences,
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friends' recommendations and self-observations were the main sources
of influence on the choice of brand. Also, knowledge of repairs of a
particular brand affected users' choice. Usually, users' usage
experiences were based on the engine's performance on starting,
durability and fuel economy. Johnson and Evinrude were considered
durable and easily started but consumed more gasoline than Yamaha,
which was considered to be fuel economical.
The dealer survey was designed to review the services provided
by dealers, examine the relationships between dealers and customers
and between dealers and OMC. The idea was to make sure that nothing
went wrong at the point of sale to dilute any result brought upon by
an effective and efficient marketing plan.
The dealers built up their own sub-dealer system with very little
control over the sub-dealers. As a result, the main source of
complaints came from sales made by them. They knew most of their
customers and maintained good relationships with OMC as well. As a
whole, ONC dealers did function well and would carry any form of
marketing plan for OMC.
Recommendations on colour and logo, reminder on fuel tank,
product distribution, commercial market objectives and strategies,
promotional plan and business promotion staff were suggested. It
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1CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
The study reports all the efforts by the researchersin
developing a marketing plan for an outboard engine manufacturer,
OutboardMarine Asia Limited ( OMC ) .
The Company
Outboard Marine Asia Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Outboard Marine Corporationof the United States . Its current
position on the Fortune 500 is 320 and has total sales of over eight
hundredmillion U . S . dollars . Outboardmotors under the ' Johnson' and
' Evinrude ' brands are manufacturedin The United States of America ,
Canada , Australia, Belgium and Hong Kong .
In 1969 , OutboardMarine registeredan office in Hong Kong . It
was a small regional sales and service office which co - ordinated the
delivery of all outboard and service parts from the various manufactu- -
ring divisions of the corporationto distributorsin the Asia region .
In 1975 the present factory was opened . This Hong Kong plant
has produceda range of ' Johnson' and ' Evinrude' outboardmotors from
two horsepowerto fifty - five horsepowersince that time . The larger
electric start outboardsare shipped to Hong Kong from the U . S .
divisions for onward sale . In 1976 the regional marketing office
moved into the factory premises from Central .
In 1978 a policy decision was made to change from ' exclusive'
distributionof the product lines to a ' direct factory dealer '
organisationo keep the companycloser to its end - user . With such a
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change in its distributionetwork , OMC would need more and more
marketing activities to support its growth in sales . However , due to
the rapid growth of using outboardsin the fishery market , OMC had
sold all its capacity and experiencedstock outs at times . In such
condition, OMC , a product - orientedcompany, had put its entire
efforts in selling outboards and had forgotten that marketing will
always serve a useful role , even when capacityis fully sold . . . . .
. . . marketingand its related activities can help in identifyingand
developingew opportunitiesi . e . , new products, new markets , new
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applications, etc . Nevertheless, OMC enjoyed a high growth rate
in the followingtwo years .
On the other hand , there were competitivebrands such as Yamaha ,
Mercury , Mariner , Suzuki and Tohatsu in the Asia market . Some of the
brands performedextremely well . The keen competitiondrew OMC ' s
attention to the need of knowing more about outboard users . It
carried out a market survey in several Asian countries such as
Indonesia and Sri Lanka in order to develop marketing strategies for
its Asian operations. The purpose of the market research was stated
clearly in the ' General Instruction' sheet of the survey :
The purpose of the market survey is to systematically
GATHER , RECORD and ANALYSE the data about problems relating
to the marketingof our outboard motors and parts .
OMASIA ' s ultimate goals of having the market survey
are :
( 1 ) To reduce the risks of marketingdecisions
( 2 ) To avoid uneconomicalwaste .
Concisely speaking , market research played a defensive role in
OMC ' s marketing activities leading serious constraints in its
Clint Laurent Charles F . Steilen , The Role of Marketing
in Your Organisation. THE HONG KONG MANAGER, September1980 , p . 14 .
A . Chow , General Instructionof the Market Survey
( Hong Kong : OutboardMarineAsia Ltd . , August1 , 1980 ) , parts 1 2 .
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marketingfunction . In fact , market research is used to collect the
necessary information for developing marketing plans which are to
help one manage and control the market effort for a product or
1
service.
Reasons for Carrying Out the Study
Owing to the insufficient personnel and the limited knowledge in
marketing research of OMC , the researcherswere invited by the company
to do the data analysis and to provide recommendationsccordingly.
After the analysis of Indonesia data , it was found that the Indonesian
engine users - were reluctant to answer many questionsin the question -
naire . The representativenessof these sample cases was another
question that caused hesitation in concluding anything .
Furthermore, the information drawn from the Indonesia data was
insufficientto support the developingof a marketing plan even if the
representativenessissue did not exist . The researchers pointed out
these difficulties to the marketing director of 011 C and suggested
conducting research catered for developing the marketing plan of OMC
in Hong Kong . The research design would , hopefully, be the standard
package of developingmarketing plans for OMC in other Asian coun -
tries .
Project Objectives
With further discussion on the corporate objectives with the
marketing director of OMC , the following project objectives were
formulated
1 . To develop a standard package of research design for OMC
to build up its marketingplan in other South - - East Asian
contries.
I Clint LaurentCharlesF . Steilen, op . cit . , p . 14 .
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2 . to find out the trend of the fishing industryin
Hong Kong
3 . to discover the potentialityof the engine market for
commercial uses
4 . to examine customers' behaviorin Hong Kong in terms of
buying habits and considerations
5 . to evaluate the effectivenessof the dealers operation of
OMC in Hong Kong
6 . to end up the project with a well - developedmarketing
plan for OMC ' s operationin Hong Kong .
Scope Of The Study
Because of the very limited number of studies in related fields
and time constraints, the study was confined to those fishermen whose
boats were registeredin Hong Kong and who had the experienceof using




The market situation has a great impact on the strategy
planning of a specific industry . It is also essential to direct
efforts according to the needs of a particular environment. There -
fore , a deep penetrationinto the situation of the outboard engine
market facilitates the developmentof a marketing plan .
The outboard engine market could be divided into leisure and
commercialuse . In Hong Kong , the fishing industryw . , 7 as the main
attribute of the commercialsector . Therefore , in the research ,
concentrationwas focused on the fishing industry and the impact of
its situation on the strategy planning process was examined .
Fishing Methods
The fishinggroundused by Hong Kong vesselsc . . - er part of the
continentalshelf off the South Coast of China . They extended over a
161 kilometre - wide section of this shelf between Hainan island and
Shantou.
The fishing fleet was comprisedof four types of vessels based
on the method of operating. They were trawlers, liners , gill - - netters




Shrimp trawlers were the most numerous of the various types of
trawlers , representingabout one - third of the total fishing fleet . '
Each shrimp trawler operated independentlyof other vessels . Nearly
all were mechanisedjunks of traditional Chinese design , which towed
their beam trawl nets from outriggers extended over both sides when
fishing .
Pair trawler -
Pair trawlers of traditional design were characterisedby their
low bow and high stern . As their name suggests, partnershipwas the
basis of their technique- two vessels working side by side with the
trawl net towed between them .
Stern otter trawler
These modern - type boats were designed for local conditionsby the
Agricultureand Fisheries Department. As much of the hard work was
done mechanicallyby the power - driven trawl winch , the fishing opera -
tions could be handled by just four men .
Liners
Long - liner
Long - liners normally set out to catch only golden thread and red
sea bream , conger - pike , shark or garoupa. From the main long - line
there were many short branch lines , each with a fish hook attached .
On arrival at the fishing grounds , the baited long - lines were paid out
from a moving vessel and left to settle on the sea bed . After a short




Hand - liners employed sampans for their operations . Each sampan
carried one or two fishermen who used fishing lines to catch living
fish one after another .
Gill - netter
Gill - netters were a series of long shallow nets with floats
along the top edge and lead weightedalong the bottom . When in the
water , there was formed a vertical wall of netting into which the fish
swam to become caught in the meshes .
nurse - seiner
Purse - seiners operated with the aid of a sampan and the fishing
nearly always took place at night . Bright electric or kerosene
pressure lights were used to attract and concentratefish . The junk {
circled the fish with a seine - net , the bottom of which was then
quickly closed to prevent the encircled fish from escaping by swimming
downwards. The two ends of the seine - net were hauled in vertically
so that the centre portion , containingthe catch , was left in the
water . The fish were - then removedby a hand dip - net .
Fishing Fleet
The fishing fleet ' s catch suppliedabout 9 U percent of all tresh
marine fish consumptionin Hong Kong . The fleet consisted of some
5 , 400 vessels, of which about 5 , 100 were mechanized. The larger part
of the fleet was owner - operated , the remainderbeing directed by fish
dealers.
The fleet was composedmainly of trawlers , liners , gill - petters ,
and purse seiners . Together , they amounted to approximately90
percent of the fishing vessels in Hong Kong . The following table
shows the count conducted by the Agriculture and Fisheries Department
in Hong Kong in 1973 , 1976 and 1979 .
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197319761979
1 , 838( 34% )2 , 174( 40 % ) 1 , 934( 35 % )Trawler
1 , 271( 24% )1 , 235( 23 % )1 , 174( 22% )Liner
1 , 537( 29% )1 , 536( 28% )1 , 220( 22% )Gill - netter
365( 7 % )385( 7 % )298( 5 % )Purse - seiner
371( 6 % )384( 7 % )562( 11 % )Miscellaneous
5 , 3825 , 4745 , 428
Sources from Hong Kong GovernmentStatistics .
It seemed to be a trend that more and more trawlers were built to
join the quantitativelystable fishing fleet . They were larger in
size , required fewer crews and did not need a sampan for their
operations.
In fact , this viewpoint was supportedby the commentsstated in
the 1976 and 79 fishing vessel count reports . And the trend has been
continuingfor several years .
In the 1976 count report , the commentwas :
While there was only a slight change in the size or the
fleet , the trend of developmentof the fleet , as revealed
by the comparisonof the two counts ( 1976 and 73 ) , is one
moving towards larger and modern type vessels . 1
In the 1979 report , the commentwas :
Since 1976 , the size of the local fishing fleet has remained
approximatelythe same . The developmenttrend , as revealed
by a comparisonof the 1976 and 1979 counts , is towards the
introductionof modern type vessels , of higher nominal pro -
pulsive horsepowerfor operationsin more distant water . 2
1 . T . Y . Yim , A summaryof the resultsof the tlshingvessel
count , conductedin Hong Kong , 28 th - 30 th January, 1976 , and a
comparisonwith the 1973 count , Fisheries OccasionalPaper No . 19 ,
( Hong Kong AgricultureFisheriesDepartment, January1978 ) , p . l .
Liaison Training Section , Fisheries Development Division ,
A summary of the results of the fishing vessel count , conductedin
Hong Kong ( 24 th - 26 th January, 1979 ) and a comparisonwith the 1976
count . , ( Hong Kong : AgricultureFisheriesDepartment, June 1980 ) ,
p . 1 .
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Fishing Population
It was estimatedthat there were 56 , 000 men and women engagingin
the fishing industry in 1967 . The number decreased considerablyfrom
50 , 000 in 1969 to about 35 , 700 in 1980 . In recent years , there was an
increasing tendency for fishermen to abandon the sea . They settled
ashore and sought employmentin the manufacturingindustries . Conse -
quently the trend was towards fewer people to be engaged in the
fishing industry . Or , at the very least the number would not be
growingin the future .
Productivity
In terms of productivity, the fishing industry had not been
adversely affected by either the loss of fishermento land - based
industries or the gradual decrease in the number of fishing boats . On
the contrary , catches of marine products in terms of quantity
increasedby 21 percent between 1971 and 1976 . Also , during the pas
fourteen years the fish landings sold through the Fish Marketing
Organizationhad increased- from 53 , 936 tonnes , valued at HK $ 64 . 3
million in 1965 , to 87 , 670 tonnesvalued at HK $ 396 million in 1979 .
The increased productivityper boat was explained by the
following factors :
1 . Use of diesel engines which allowed all categoriesof
fishermento work throughoutthe year .
2 . Use of nets , lines and ropes made from more efficient
synthetic fibres .
3 . Greater confidenceon the part of the f ishermen, which
encouragedthem to voyage farther out at sea .
It seemed that the productivityof the fishing fl eel would
continued to increase irrespectiveof the loss of fishermen and the
decreasein the number of vessels .
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Government Policy
In Hong Kong , the Agricultureand Fisheries Departmentwas the
only official organization which was responsible for the economic
planning and implementationof fisheries development . The main
objective of the Government' s policy in fisheries was to maintain the
highest level of production possible commensurate with resources
stability . The fundamentalpolicy objectives were stated by the
Director of Agricultureand Fisheries as : 1
1 . the highest possible fisheries production commensurate
with the maintenance of resource abundance
2 . the most efficient utilization of all available fishery
resources
3 . an adequate supply of technically competent personnel
in all sectors of the industry
4 . a technologicallyadvanced fishing fleet
5 . an economicallyviable fisheries industry .
Marine fishing capture , freshwater fishery and marine fish
culture were the three types of fish productionin Hong Kong . Because
of the very limited land available for the expansionof fish ponds in
Hong Kong , fresh - water fishery had very few opportunitiesto develop .
Thus , the Governmentput its efforts in marine fish development.
Marine fish culture was steadily growing in the southern and eastern
waters in recent years . However, there was a lack of precise infor -
mation on the production potential of different sites and optimal
productionmethods . At times , land development- in Hong Kong had
caused problems in the resettlementof marine fish culture .
E . H . Nichols , Fisheriesdevelopmentplanningin Hong xong ,
Hone Kong FisheriesBulletin, no . 4 , December1974 , para . 31 .
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Thus , legislationwas passed in January 1980 , to promote the orderly
developmentof the marine fish culture industry in the limited sea
area available .
In such limited development opportunities, the Agriculture and
Fishery Department put its greatest efforts in the marine fish capture
industry . Although the Government had launched several programs for
education , housing and financing to the fishermen and their families ,
the number of fishermen was still dropping . It was anticipatedthat
the number of fishing vessels within the fleet might continue to
declinetoo .
In order to meet the early productiontarget , fishing vessels
had to be increasedin size , power and fishing capacity while fisher -
men were to increase productivity by improving efficiency . These
kinds of operations were directed under the Government policy that
the social and economic advancementof all those associated with the
farming and fishing industries by means or greater productivity
obtained through increased technical and economic efficiency , improved
stability of production and maintainance of orderly and efficient
marketing . 1 For instance , the revolving loan funds administeredby
the Director of Agricultureand Fisheries did not seek to fully
finance fisheries development but to provide initial high risk
developmentcapital and to act as a pace setter for the private
sector . 2 In other words , essentially, the loan fund was to
finance new vessels .
1 Annual DepartmentalReports 1974 - 75 , The Hiong Kong
Agriculturea Fisheriesenartment. para . 34 .
2 E . H . Nichols, op . cit . , para. 66 .
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Conclusion
The fishing fleet would not grow in the future due to the loss
of labour , the increased productivityof vessel by enlarging the
size , modernizingits gears , and installing a high powered engine .
It was a trend for fishermento switch to trawler operations.
Therefore, in future there would be a decreaseof liners , gill -
netters , and purse - seiners , which requiredsampansas well as out -
board engines for their operations .
It was concludedthat the outboard engine market in Hong Kong




Different research methods were used in the study in order to
develop a marketingplan for OMC in Hong Kong . Two of the researches
were designed for the consumersurvey while the other one was for the
dealer survey .
A two - way research method was used to solve the underlying
problems because seeing things from both buyers ' and sellers ' point
of views was importantin order to obtain non - biased information.
Practically speaking , the effectivenessof a marketing plan would not
be justified unless both the consumerbehavior - and the dealer per -
formance were considered together . A good promotion campaign that
attracts potential customers might not guarantee a good selling of
goods if the sales force was poor .
The consumer survey was conducted in two stages - an exploratory
research and a descriptiveresearch .
Consumer Survey
The main purpose for carrying out the consumer survey was to
understand consumer behavior better so that an effective marketing
plan could be developed . Another purpose was to gather information
from consumersin order to fill up the consumersprofile in Hong
Kong . As little knowledge was available from existing secondary
data , an exploratoryesearch was needed .
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Exploratory Research
Exploratory research served the purposes of probing for ideas and
insights into the engine users and the fishing industry in order to
determinethe direction of the second - stage research . It found out
what should be included , tested and gathered in the consumerdescrip -
tive study . It helped to determinethe structure of the later
researches. More precisely , it laid foundationsfor future studies .
The major concern in the exploratory research was the inclusiveness
of the findings.
Specifically, fishermen ' s buying habits and considerations,
usage experiences , brand evaluations , attirbutes considered ,
experiencewith outboardengines , etc . , were sought .
Descriptive Research
Descriptiveresearch was the main body of the consumer survey .
In this second - stage research , the findings of the previous research
were verified , the hypotheses generated by the exploratory research
were tested , the intensity of different preferencesof consumers was
found , and needed information was gathered . The representativeness
of the results in descriptive research was of vital importance
because the marketing effort of OMC would probably be directed by the
recommendationswhich were based on these results .
Dealer Survey
A dealer survey was conducted for the purposes of examining the
dealers ' relationshipswith OMC and consumers, their operations, and
Yamaha dealers ' operationsin Hong Kong .
Variables such as efficiency of repair service , profit margin
of repairing and selling engines , stockouts, delivery of goods , cash
discounts, visits by OMC personnel, grievances, etc . , were
examinedin the survey .
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Since dealers were the middlemen who directly dealt with
buyers , their operationsshould be paired with the marketing plan .
Therefore, the survey was used as a means to ensure that the





From January 9 th to 15 th several outlying islands were visited
informal discussionswere held with about twenty fishermen . The
following places visited contained the fishing population of the
outlying islands :
1 . CheungChau ,
2 . Po Toi Island,
3 . LantauIsalnd ( Tai 0 and Tung Chung)
4 . PengChau,
5 . Ma Wan, and
6 . LammaIsland ( Sok Kwu Wan and Yung Shue Wan )
Objective
The objective of this study was to explore ideas and insights
into the buying and using behavior of outboard engines by the fisher -
men . . Specifically, it was decided to secure informationconcerning
brand familiarity , experience with the product , buying considerations
and buying habits of the fishermen. These were the themes of the
informal discussion and the writers talked freely with the users one
at a time under a friendly and pleasant atmosphere.
Methodology
With the themes in mind , from time to time , as the situation
allowed , one researcherasked a lead question for further probing for
information, while the other recorded all the facts and opinions
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released by the fisherman . Knowing that the researchers were students
of The Chinese Universityof Hong Kong , the fishermenwere free to
disclose their opinions and experience with outboard engines .
Below were the lead questions brought up during the interviews .
1 . What make is your engine ?
2 . What is its horsepower?
3 . How long have you been using the engine
4 . Where did you buy it ?
5 . How much did it cost and how did you pay for it ?
6 . Why did you buy an outboardengine ?
7 . For what purposedo you use your engine ?
8 . What are the strong and weak points of your engine ?
9 . Has it been repairedbefore ?
10 . Why did you choose this brand ?
11 . How many brands are currentlyon the market ?
12 . Do you know their names ?
13 . Which brand is the best ?
Preliminary Findings
Th P fnrlinfl - he 2 r _ ouoed into four categories,
Environment
1 . Almost all fishermenwere illiterate .
2 . Shrimp trawlers , pair . trawlers , and stern otter trawlers
seldom used sampans and therefore engines .
3 . Gill - netters, long - liners , and purse - seinershad to use
sampans to assist operations.
4 . Supply of gasoline was usually far away from engine - users
there was very few supply stations in outlying islands and
users had to go a long way for oil .
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5 . New sampanswere made with holes at the rear to accommodate
engines . This was a convenienceto sampan users because old
type sampans did not have such holes and could not accommodate
outboard engines .
6 . A sampan builder was also an engine seller he usually solicited
an order for an engine at the time he receivedan order for a
sampan.
Users' Knnwledge an F . xner - i enee
about the Product
1 . Fishermencould ! . identify an engine by its color , shape , and horse
power but not by its brand name .
2 . They knew the relationshipbetween horse - power and speed .
3 . Most fishermendid not know anything about - ithe manufacturersand
their countries of origin .
4 . Most of them knew that a multiple spark - plug engine was safer than
a single spark - plug engine because when one spark - plug broke down
the rest could still function .
5 . Most fishermendid not maintain their engines . , they only tilted
them up after use and left them as they were in the boats .
6 . Nearly all users had no knowledgeof how to repair engines .
7 . They evaluatedan engine by its
a ) fuel consumption,
b ) frequencyof repair and
c ) ease of starting.
8 . For oil consumption, they comparedtwo brands by looking at the
number of gallons used per day or the volume of oil needed to
travel from one place to another . In other words , when they said
one brand consumedless gasoline than another it was based on
their actual experience. -
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9 . The tollowing decision variables attected trie ctiolce or Drana :
a ) starting,
b ) parts availability,




g ) service, and
h ) durability.
Differences Between Products
1 . A Yamaha dealer stated that the main defects of Johnson and
Evinrudeare the gear box and the power pack . Gears were
especially vulnerable to damage and it happened two to three times
a year.
2 . Fishermen generally thought that Yamaha consumed less oil than
Johnson and Evinrude .
3 . One Yamahauser told us that a Yamahadealer lent him an . engine
during the time his own was under repair .
4 . Two Johnson users had the experienceof gears becomingdiscon -
nected during the engines ' operations.
Others
1 . Most fishermen expected the normal replacementperiod of an
engine to be two to three years .
2 . Some users did not switch brands because they already knew how to
fix their engines and did not want to expose themselvesto other
brands of different engineering designs .
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3 . Users from a particularplace seemed to go to the same district
for their engines . For example ,
a ) Cheung Chau users , to Cheung Chau
b ) Lamma users , to Aberdeen
c ) Po Toi users , to Aberdeen
d ) Tai 0 users , to Tai 0 and
e ) Ma Wan users , to Tsuen Wan or Tsing Yi .
4 . Fishermen' s confidencein . a particularbrand seemed to be based
on their past experience or general impressionsof other fellow
fishermen.
5 . Before going for an engine most fishermenseemed to have already




Objective of the Research
This phase was designed to describe the characteristicsof the
commercial outboard users . The information secured together with
results from the dealer survey would serve as a basis for our
marketing recommendationsat the end of this report .
Specifically , three objectives should be attained .
1 . To identify the determinantattributes ( key decision variables )
affecting users ' choice of brands : decision attributes identified
by the exploratoryresearch were :
a ) starting
b ) parts availability






2 . To test hypothesesgenerated by the exploratoryresearch : based
on the preliminary findings , five hypotheses were generated with
two of them related to buying habits and three to buying
considerations. They were as follows :
a ) Buying habits
( 1 ) Most users in a particulararea go to the same district
for an outboard engine
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( 2 ) age differenceof users has no influenceon the purchase
of an engine.
b ) Buying considerations
( 1 ) There is a desiredbrand already in mind on the part of
users before purchase
( 2 ) very few sales persons have approachedthe users before
( 3 ) knowledgein repairs affects the choice of brands .
3 . To gather other relevant informationconcerningthe user profile :
there were other implicationsin the findings that the following
information should be included in the descriptive research . This
information could be classified into four categories :
a ) Buying habits
( 1 ) The proportionof users who bought their engines from
sampan manufacturers.
b ) Buying considerations
( 1 ) The main sourcesof influenceon most users .
c ) Outboard engine environment
( 1 ) The expectednormal life of an outboardengine
( 2 ) the competitivebrands in a particulararea .
d ) Demographics
( 1 ) The types of fishing methodsemployedby engine users .
Data Collection Method
Tlafi nP ri Pnniil atior
The population of this research consisted of fishermen who lived
in the selected representativefishing ports between the period
January 29 and February 3 , were on board their fishing vessels when




The first logical step of data collection was to decide which
kind of data , secondaryor primary , was to be used . Secondarydata
are statistics not gathered for the immediate study at hand but for
some other purposes. Primary data , on the other hand , are originated
by the researchersfor the purpose of the investigationat hand .
In most cases , if secondarydata alone could solve the problems at
hand , they were recommendedover primary data because of the cost and
time economies they offered the researchers.
Therefore, A good operatingrule is to consider a survey skin to
surgery - to be used only after other possibilitieshave been
2 A review of publicationsof the Agriculturaland
exhausted.
Fisheries Department revealed no research or written article that was
applicable . Consequently, the information sought had to be secured
from primary data .
Choice between means for collecting primary data
However , there were two means , communicationor observation,
available for the collection of primary data . Communicationinvolved
questioning respondents to secure the desired information using a
data collection instrument called a questionnaire. The questions
might be verbal or in writing , and the responsesmight also be given
in either form . Observationwas the checking of the situation of
1 Gilbert A . Churchill, MarketingResearch. ( Illinois : The
DrydenPress, 1979 ) , p . 128 .
2 Robert Ferber P . J . Verdoorn, ResearchMethods in Economics
and Business. ( New York : Macmillan, 1962 ) , p . 208 .
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interest and the recordingof the relevant facts , actions , or
behaviours. The observer might be a person or persons , or the data
might be gathered using some mechanicaldevices . 1 The decision was
which was more appropriate to the research with considerationsgiven
to the type of data , interviews, places for data collection, etc .
Since some of the information desired was opinion and attitude
in nature , observationcould not be used . It was difficult or
misleadingto conclude as to fishermen ' s opinions and attitudes just
by observing that they were doing . Rather a questionnairewas an
appropriate means because of its direct nature for the collection of
facts and opinions and attitudes that were formed by fishermen on the
basis of their past experienceswith outboard engines .
Method of administering questionnaire
In consideringthe respondents, their living places and other
factors , it had been decided that personal interview was appropriate
for this research. In fact , this was the only method of administra-
tion that could be used telephone interviews could not be used
because there ' s no telephoneon board fishing vessels , nor could
mailed interviews , because fishermen had no permanent dwelling and
most of them were illiterate .
Personal interview had its own merits with respect to this
research as well . These advantageswere :
1 . All types of people could be reached
2 . the rate of return ( responserate ) was usually higher than
telephone or mailed interview
3 . literacy was not necessary
1 GilbertA . Churchill, op . cit . , p . 162 .
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4 . when verbal articulationwas difficult for the respondent, the
interviewer could offer emotional support and encouragement
5 . the interviewercould use visual aids or stimuli as the situation
might require
6 . if respondentsdid not understandthe meaning of questions,
interviewer could offer explanation and clarification immediately .
However , this method was not without disadvantages. It was
chiefly :
1 . difficult to assume that the stimuli presented to each respondent
was identical
2 . possible that the interviewermight be recording only the
subject ' s public conduct
3 . probable that respondentswere suspicious of the genuinenessof
our academic research and gave information with reserve .
To avoid these potential biases , all seven interviewerswere
recruited from first year MBA students they were given a short
briefing on the objective of each question in the questionnaire, the
way to ask the question and the operationaldefinition of some terms
in the questionnaire. They were told to identify themselvesand to
emphasize the importanceof the research to the fulfillment of our
scholastic requirement before each interview was started .
Selection of respondents
The fishermen were dwelling in various fishing ports that
scattered along Hong Kong ' s coastal lines . Therefore, the selection
of respondentswas done from each main fishing port .
Because of the constant movementof fishing vessels in and out
of Hong Kong , it was impossibleto compile a samplinglist of
designatedvessels for each fishing port . Instead , a census was
conductedof all designatedvessels in a fishing port on a particular
day . A . local fishermani each port . was hired to row the interviewers
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to each designatedvessel . He was paid on hourly basis so as to
motivate him to row them to all designatedvessels on the particular
day.
It was not sure if all designatedvessels were reached for the
interview . But it was tried to maximize this possibility by choosing
an appropriateperiod to conduct our interview .
Time to conduct the survey
It was a general practice of the Fisheries DevelopmentDivision
of Agriculture and Fisheries Department of the Hong Kong Government
to conduct the Hong Kong fishing vessel count in a period before the
Lunar New Year . It was believed that this was the time when most
Hong Kong based fishing vessels traditionally return to their home
1
ports .
So the survey was conductedbetween January 29 and February 3 ,
a period just before the Lunar New Year with an intention to reach
as many designatedvessels as possible in each port .
Ports selected
The fishing vessel count done by Fisheries DevelopmentDivision
covered all areas in Hong Kong they included : Aberdeen, Cheung Chau ,
Stanley, Shau Kei Wan , Harbour, Tsuen Wan , Tuen Mun , Tai 0 , Sai Kung ,
Tai Po , and Sha Tau Kok . 2
In consideringthe time , cost , and manpowerfactors , the
researchers subjectively selected some ports in these areas for the
research . It was believed that they were representativeof the areas
1 Agricultureand Fisheries Department, ii suuuuaiy Ut L 11 C
fishing vessel count , conductedin Hong Kong ( 24 th 26 th January,
1979 ) and a comparisonwith the 1976 count , Hong Kong , 1979 , p . l .
2 Ibid. , p . 4 ,
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in Hong Kong and that most of the fishing populationdwelled there .
The ports selected and the dates our research was conducted were
as follows :
Fishing PortDate





Lamma, Sok Kwu Wan2
Lamma , Yung Shue Wan2
Lantau, Tai 02
Sai Kung3
Castle Peak Bay ( Tuen Mun )3
Construction of Questionnaire
Direct and fixed - alternative response questions were worded to
secure information related to hypotheses testing and to users ' buying
behaviours.
Fishermen were not sophisticatedand they were willing to
release information. So , there was no need to hide the subject - matter
of our research . Therefore, direct questionswere used . In the
preliminaryresearch it was felt that fishermen were more or less the
same in terms of their usage experienceswith outboard engines . In
other words , the answer to each question could be categorizedbefore -
hand so as to facilitate data analysis .
Interviewers were told to articulate the questions without
providing answers for fishermen to select . They were told to mark
the . category that exactly representedfishermenisanswers or to write
them down if no category was applicable . The questionnaire
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( AppendixI ) was written in Chinese dialogue in order to provide exact
wording for the interviewersto phase their questions . An English
version of the questionnairewas also given in Appendix II .
Before the full - scale interview was launched, a pretest was done
in Sai Kung . The objective was to check whether fishermen understood
our questions fully and also to note any potential problems that might
arise during the interview .
An instruction sheet and field interview diary were prepared
alongside with the questionnaires. A sample of each is enclosed in
the . appendixIII and IV .
Data Analysis and Results
Started from January 29 , interviews were conducted at various
designated areas . The process was according to schedule and continued
for six days .
In the field survey , the overall not - at - home rate was 29 percent,
which was a relativelyhigh figure . This might have been due to the
fact that many fishermenhad the habit of going onshore in the morning .
However , the response rate was 100 percent , a very impressive
figure . The respondentswere very co - operative , friendly and willing
to answer questions posed by interviewers.
All together there were 306 fishermen interviecied during the
six - day period.
The breakdownby area was as follows :
RelativeAbsolute
Frequency Frequency( % )
2 . 99Po Toi Island
20. 663Cheung Chau
3 . 611Ma Wan





6 . 219Lamma, Sok Kwu Wan
1 . 34Lamma , Yung Shue Wan
5 . 617Lantau, Tai 0
9 . 529Sai Kung
19. 660Castle Peak Bay
2 . 06Lantau , Tung Chung
100. 0306
Thn hrP akdown by brand was as follows
RelativeAbsolute






9 0 . 72Suzuki
0 . 72Tohatsu
100. 0306
A further breakdownby brand and area is enclosed in appenuixV .
The Identification of Determinatn Attributes
Definition of determinant attribute
In the wider spectrumof all the various features of a product or
brand , there were some features that predisposedconsumers to action
and others which did not . Those attributesprojectedby the product ' s
image which led to the choice of that product may be referred to as
determinant attributes , since they determined performance and purchase
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behaviour.
Importance ratings of attributes
In each interview , the respondentwas asked to rank all eight -
attributes in their order of importance . The most important attribute
would be assigned a score of 1 , while the least importantattribute a
score of 8 . For each attribute , its median importancerating was
calculated.
The median importance ratings of each attribute by all respondents
were as follows :
Median importance rating
4 . 982Parts availability
2 . 292Durability
5 . 927Repair service
5 . 821Price




It was interestingto see that there were two classes of
attributes . One class , being the important attributes , was rated
relatively higher than the other class . Durability , starting , and
fuel economy were . the important attributes which received median
importanceratingsof 2 . 292 , 2 . 447 , and 2 . 449 respectively.
Difference rating of the three important attributes
For each of the eight attributes the respondentwas asked if he
perceived any difference in terms of that attribute among the brands .
The frequency table below shows the result of all respondentsgrouped
together.
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Don ' t KnowDiff . No Diff
Parts availability 8 . 5 % 45. 1 %46. 4 %
Durability 6 . 9 % 37. 9 %55. 2 %
52. 6 %Repair service 12. 7 %34. 6 %
38. 6 %7 . 8 %53. 6 %Price
27. 8 %11. 8 %60. 5 %Fuel economy
27. 5 %18. 0 %54. 6 %Starting
25. 8 % 30. 4 %43. 8 %Speed
45. 8 %8 . 2 %46. 1 %Reliability
To qualify to be a determinanta tribute two criteria had to be
met :
1 . the attributehad to be an importantone and
2 . a relatively high percentageof respondentshad - to perceive a
differenceamong the brands . 1
Following these criteria , all three - important attributes ,
durability , fuel economy , and starting , were determinantattributes
( i . e . they were all key decisionvariables) .
The ranking difference among brands
A statisticalnalysis( Kruskal. - Wallis 1 - way ANOVA) was used to
test whether there was a significant difference of r ankings among
differentbrand users ( Johnson, Evinrude, Yamaha. , and Mercury) for a
particular determinantattribute . 4 The result showed that two of
them exhibiteda significantdifferenceat the 0 . 05 level . They were
durability and fuel economy . The median importancerating of these
James H . Myers and Mark L . Albert , DeterminantBurying
Attributes : Meaning and Measurement, Journal of Marketing , 32
( October1968) : 13 - 20 .
Sidney Siegel , Non _ paramctricStatistics for the Behavioral
Sciences. ( Tokyo: KogakushaCompany, Ltd . , 1956 ) , pp . 184 - - 193 .
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two attributes broken down by brands were as toliows :
Overal:MercuryYamahaJohnson Evinrude
2 . 2922 . 62 . 9622 . 125 1 . 935Durability
2 . 4492 . 01 . 6472 . 7252 . 955Fuel economy
The median importance rating of Johnson and Evinrude users was
much higher than that of Yamaha user for the durability attribute .
The reverse was true for the fuel economy attribute . The reason for
this observation was that the major considerationfor Johnson and
Evinrude users was durability while for Yamaha user it was fuel
economy that mattered most .
The best brand in each determinantattribute
If there was no best brand for a particularattribute , every
brand user would most likely rate his brand the best . There would be
a high correlationbetween the brand used and the brand he thou hlt
best in terms of a particular attribute . However , the tables below




100%2 . 0 %4 . 1 %2 . 0 %91. 7 %Johnson
100%1 . 3 %8 . 0 %48. 0 %42. 7 %Evinrude
100%U. 1 %12. 1 %42. 4 %6 . 1 %33. 3 %Yamaha




100%13. 7 %74. 5 %11. 8 %Johnson
100%19. 1 %54. 4 %16. 2 %10. 3 %Evinrude
100%2 . 3 %9 . 3 %83. 7 %2 . 3 %2 . 3 %Yamaha




JohnUser Evin Yama Merc TotalJo / Ev
Johnson 87. 8 % 2 . 0 % 100%6 . 1 % 4 . 1 %
EvinrudE 16. 9 % 1 . 5 %80. 0 % 1 . 5 % 100%
Yamaha 23. 5 % 20. 6 % 100%5 . 9 % 5 . 9 %44. 1 %
100%Mercury 50. 0 %50. 0 %
Johnson seemed to be the best brand when durability alone was
considered. For fuel economy, Yamaha seemed to be the best arid for
starting , Johnson and Evinrude were superior to the others .
Hypotheses Testing
Buying habits
1 . In general , users in a particular area purchasedoutboard engines
from the same district . The results are tabulated for each area
as follows:
RelativeAbsolute Relative
ShareFrequency FrequencyDistrict to buyArea
8 . 0089 %8Po Toi Island Aberdeen
11% 0 . 131beconanano eng 111 E _
100%9
4 . 1779%50Cheung ChauCheung Chau
19% 0 . 2412Aberdeen
2 % 0 . 021Yaumati
100%63
1 . 6750%5Ma Wan Aberdeen
0 . 6030%Castle Peak Bay 3
0 . 4020%2Second hand engine
100%10
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RelativeDistrict to buv RelativeArea Absolute
ShareFrequency Frequency
2 . 43Shaukiwan Shaukiwan 17 71%
0 . 4129 %Aberdeen 7
100%24
19 . 0090 %57AberdeenAberdeen
0 . 055 %3Shaukiwan
0 . 042 3 %Wanchai
0 . 022 %1Cheung Chau
100%63
19 100%Lamma , Sok Kwu Aberdeen
Wan
100%4Lamma , Yung Shue A school clerk in
Wan Yung Shue Wan bought
for the users
1 . 6047 %8Tai 0Tai 0
0 . 6329%SCheung Chau
0 . 136 %1Castle Peak Bay
0 . 136 %1Aberdeen
0 . 136 %1Tsuen Wan
0 . 136 %1Shaukiwan
100%17






ShareFrequencyFrequencyArea District to buy
2 . 902 48 %Castle Peak Bay Castle Peak Bay
0 . 3417%10Lau Fau Shan
17% 0 . 3410Yuen Long
0 . 105 %3Aberdeen
0 . 072 3% .Cheung Chau
0 . 2110%6Others
10060
4 . 0066 %4Castle Peak BayTung Chung
0 e 2517%ITai 0
r-0.2-..)17%ZAberdeen
100%
Relative share : this is the proportion of frequenciesbetween a
particular selling district and the biggest one ( or the second
biggest if the particular district was the biggest ) ) a particular
user area . A selling district was consideredto be importantfor a
particulararea if its relative share in the area was larger than 2 ,
Followingthe concept of relative share , there were import - ant
selling districts for nine areas , Po Toi , Cheung Chau , Shaukiwan,
Aberdeen, Sok Kwu Wan , Yung Shue Wan , Sal Kung , CastlePeal - , Bay ,
and Tung Chung . Users in Ma Warn and Tai 0 did not concentrateon ,
one particular , district they went to several districts for their
engines.
From the viewpointof a seller , several selling g districts
were much more important because these districts served a large
portion of the users from widespreadareas . The areas that each
selling district served are shown as follows :
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Engine
Main Served User AreasSelling District Sold
Aberdeen Po Toi Island , CheungChau ,95
Ma Wan , Shaukiwan, Aberdeen, .
Sok Kwu Wan , Sai Kung , Tung Chung
CheungChau , Tai 0Cheung Chau 58
Tai 0 , Tung ChungTai 0 9
Sai Kung21Sai Kung
Ma Wan , Castle Peak Bay , Tung ChungCastle Peak Bay 36
Shaukiwan, Sai Kung26Shaukiwan
Lau Fau Shan- - Castle Peak Bay10
Castle Peak Bay10Yuen Long
41Others ( include second
hand engines)
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Aberdeen and Cheung Chau were the two most important selling
districts . The num ber of users who purchasedengines , from these two
districtssummedup to 50 percent* ( 153 ) of the total users . Sai Kung ,
Castle Peak Bay and Shaukiwan were also important selling districts .
Dealers in these three districts together sold engines to about 27
percent( 83 ) of all users .
2 . Users were evenly distributedin the range between age 15 to age
78 . The result was not significantto reject the null hypothesis
that age differenceof users has no influence on the purchase of an
engine at the 0 . 05 significancelev l .
RelativeAbsolute
FrequencyFrequencyAge
5 . 9 %1815 - 19
13. 1 %4020 - 24
10. 1 %3125 - 29











Mean: 38.83(years of age)
Buying considerations
1. Users had had a desired brand in mind before they went to the
dealers for an outboard engine. This conclusion was arrived at
by the following logical deduction.
Since 97 percent of the users said that no sales person from
dealers, agents or manufacturers had visited them before, the
researchers were quite sure that they all went to shops for out-
board engines. (figure 1) Their decision of a brand was made
either in the shop during purchase or outside the shop before
purchase.
Further analysis showed that only 13 percent of users
decided on their brands because of dealers' opinions or shop-
display in other words, they did not have a brand in mind before
going to the dealers. Except for those who bought second-hand
engines (3.3%), the remaining (84%) decided on a brands on the
basis of self-expeirence, observation of others engines or
friend's recommendations. These sources would influence their
favorability toward a brand before purchase. (figure 2)
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Figure 1 Salesman visited before ?
RelativeAbsolute
FrequencyFrequency
No 297 97 %
Yes 3 %9
100%306
Figure 2 Sources of informationfor a brand
RelativeAbsolute
FrequencyFrequency
25. 2 - %077Self - experience
27. 5 %84Observation of others
31. 4 %96Friends ' recommendations
4 . 6 %14Dealers opinion
8 . 2 %25Shop - display
3 . 3 %10Second - hand engine
100. 0 %306
2 . Users tended to repeat purchaseof the same brand if they knew
how to repair its engines . The reasoningwas as follows :
Because it ' s difficult to define operationallyif a man knew
engine - repair or not , he was asked for his recent experience.
If he had repaired the engine before , it would then be pretty
sure that he knew engine - repair . Therefore, analysis was
focused on those who had repaired their engines before and the
results secured would be more reliable . This group of users
constituted32 percent( 98 ) of the whole . ( figure 3 )
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Sixty - six percent of those who had experiencein engine - repair
were willing to repeat purchaseof the same brand and only a
small group ( 10 % ) showed a definite unwillinglessto do so if
only this simple factor was considered. ( figure 4 )





22%21Don ' t know
100%94
Therefore , it seemed that users would tend to repeat purchase
of the same brand if they knew the repair work of that brand .
User Profile
Buying habits
Ninety - three percent of all users . did not purchasetheir
engines together with their sampans from sampan manufacturers. The
remaining( 7 % ) had the experienceof buying their engines together
with their sampans.
A review of this 7 percent showed that 52 percent of them used
Yamaha and they all had bought their engines from an agent of Yamaha ,




The researchersspeculatedthat Wing - hing , from time to time ,
recommendedYamaha to fishermen whenever they wanted to have a sampan
built .
It seemed that only Wing - hing and another sampan manufacturer
in Cheung Chau sold engines as well as sampans . An overwhleming
percentageof sampan builders did not sell engines , this was reflected
by users ' answers tabulatedas follows :
RelativeAbsolute
' Frequency Frequency
76%232Sampan - builders not selling engines
18%56Sampan - builders selling engines too
6 %16Don ' t know
100%304
Outboard engine environment
1 . The expectednormal life of an engine was 2 to 3 years . This




1 . 4 %4Below 1 year
32. 9 %971 - below 2 years
38. 3 %1132 - below 3 years
19. 3 %573 - below 4 years
5 . 1 %154 - below 5 years
3 . 1 %95 years or above
100. 0 %295
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2 . Competitivebrands in a particular area were identified by
looking at the brands currently being used by engine users . This
was due to the fact that users ' decisionson a brand were based
on their interactionwith the engines currently in use .
( appendixV )
Competitive BrandsArea
Johnson , Evinrude , YamahaPo Toi Island
Johnson, Evinrude, Yamaha, Mercury,Cheun 2 Chau
Mariner. , Tohatsu
Johnson , Evinrude , YamahaMa Wan
Johnson , Evinrude ( OMC had an overwhelmingShaukiwan
dominance
Johnson, Evinrude, Yamaha , Mariner , SuzukiAberdeen
Johnson , Evinrude, Yamaha , Mercury , MarinerLamma, Sok Kwu Wan
( OMC had a very small share : 1 for each
brand)
Lamma , Yung Shue Wan Johnson , Evinrude ( OMC had an overwhelming
dominance)
Johnson, Evinrude, Yamaha , Mercury , SuzukiLantau, Tai 0
Johnson , YamahaLantau , Tung Chung
Johnson , Evinrude, Yamaha , Mariner , TohatsuCastle Peak Bay
( OMC had an overwhelmingdominance)
The underlinedbrand denoted the chief competitorof OMC .
Demographics
Trawlers constitutedonly 13 percent of all vessels surveyed .
Actually , the figure was reasonablebecause only liner , purse - seiner ,





Shrimp trawler 10. 8 %33
Stern otter trawler 2 . 6 %8
25Hand liner 8 . 2 %
20. 6 %Long liner 63
16. 3 %50Gill - netter
20 6 . 5 %Purse - seiner
23 7 . 5 %Marine - fish culture
Multi - purpose( long liner , gill -
27. 5 %84netter ， & purse - seiner)
100. 0306
Breakdownby number of engines :
TotalMultipleSingle
9 % ( 3 )Shrimp trawler ( 33)91 % ( 30 )
( 8 )62 % ( 5 )38 % ( 3 )Stern otter trawler
84 % ( 21 ) ( 25)Hand liner 16 % ( 4 )
( 63)25 % ( 16 )Long liner 75 % ( 47 )
( 50)28 % ( 14 )Gill - netter 72 % ( 36 )
25 % ( 5 ) ( 20)Purse - seiner 75 % ( 15 )
( 23)52 % ( 12 )Marine - fish culture 48 % ( 11 )
( 84)52 % ( 44 )Multi - purpose 48 % ( 40 )
Limitations
Some probable sources of errors might affect the result of this
research . However , it was believed that their influenceswere not
large enough to render the results invalid . All together there were
six probable sources .
1 . Since the research was not done in one day there might
have been a double - count of vessels that moved from one place
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to another . However , this possibilitywas low for two reasons :
a ) all vessels came back and anchoredfor Lunar New Year they
did not depart until after the Lunar . New Year
b ) the respondentswould have mentioned that they had already
been interviewed.
2 . Consideringthe time , cost , and manpowerconstraints, not
all areas in Hong Kong were covered posts believed to be
representativeof all others were subjectively selected .
However , the noncoverageerror was believed not to be
serious since the results of this descriptive research were
compatible with those of the exploratory research .
3 . Because the writers could not identify the right vessels in
a port themselves, a local fishermanhad to be hired on an
hourly basis .
This was to motivate him to row us to all designatedvessels ,
However, there was a chance that he might miss some .
4 . In this research, the not - at - home rate was about 29 percent,
which was a relativelyhigh figure . No effort was spent to
contact them again , because all vessels looked alike and could
not be identifiedlater .
Therefore, it was not knoti „ - n whetherthe not - at - homeswere
similar with or different from those who respondedin terms of
the informationto be secured .
5 . It was not possible to check for the consistencyof
information supplied by intervieweesby another follow - up
interview because the population always changed and there was no
way to identify the same vessel again .
So , interviewershad to secure accurate informationin the
first interview . Therefore , the quality of interviewerswas of
utmost importance. They were selected from the first year MBA
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students and were given a thorough briefing . In addition , a
field interview instruction sheet and a well - structured question -
naire were designed to make sure that accurate information would
be secured.
6 . In answering the questionnaire, some respondentscould not
rank the last few attributes. So , the sequenceof these few
attributesdid not show the true ranking .
However , all respondentswere able to identify and rank at
least three significant attributes . So , the importance ranking





A dealer survey was conducted for the purpose of understanding
the operationsand the opinions of the dealers . It was handled with
great care because of the importantrole the dealers palyed in OMC ' s
operations . If the dealers suspected that OMC was questionningtheir
loyalty and was executing an investigationfor the sake of discipline ,
the relationshipbetween dealers and OMC might be hurt and also , the
survey might receive false information. Therefore , the content of
the questionsto be asked and the reasons to convince the dealers to
answer such questions had to be seriously considered.
The dealer survey was conductedbetween. 26 th March and 9 th April ,
1981 . Seven out of the nine OMC ' s dealers were interviewed. Although
hour - long interviewswas held with the dealers , the researchers
received warm receptionsand frank talks from them .
Objectives
The main objectiveof the dealer survey was to ensure that when -
ever the dealers ' efforts were needed in the marketingplans in
future , they would work as effectivelyas planned . To be concise and
plain , the dealer survey should serve the following purposes :
1 . to review the services provided by the dealers
2 . to examine the dealer - customerrelationshipand the
attitude to each other
3 . to identify the relationshipbetween the dealers and ONC .
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Methodology
The dealer survey was a two - fold design
1 . dealer investigation
2 . inquiryto OMC .
The main source of informationwas generated from the investiga -
tion of the dealers of OMC through field interviews and case
observations. The other source of information came from the managemen
of OMC . Their answers to a sixteen - question questionnairep ovided a
base for checking the validity of the dealers ' investigationresults
and a better understandingof OMC ' s operations. The questionnaireis
given in the appendix.
Before the field interview , the managementof OMC had informed
its dealers that the researchersdid research for their own interest
and OMC would like its dealers to provide the necessary information.
With the stated objectives in mind a set of questions was developed
to guide the intervieweeto talk while the other could judge the
credibility of the conversation. If possible , the interviewers
should observe an actual case which could demons ' crate how the dealer
handled a customer.
Due to the limited time of the project and the insignificant
result of visiting a non - service dealer , to out of the three non -
service dealers were dropped from the investigationlist . The non -
service dealers had their offices in business buildings where fish -
men usually did not go for engines . Besides , these dealers sold
engines mostly to leisure users . Therefore , dropping the two dealers
would not affect the findings .
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The lead questions brought up could be categorizedby their
objectives :
1 . to understanddealer operations
a ) Which brands of engines do you sell ?
b ) Except selling engines and spare parts , do you provide
other products or services for . fishermen ?
c ) Which part of your operationsgenerates the largest part
of profit , selling or repairing outboard engines ?
d ) Do you repair all brands of outboard engines for fishermen?
e ) For how long do they usually request a repair to be
finished
2 . to find out dealer - customerrelationship
a ) In your opinion , can you suggesta brand which is the most
worth buying ?
b ) Which brand is the most easily sold one ?
c ) Do you know most of your customers?
d ) Are most customers familiar with outboard engines
e ) Do they have a brand in mind when they come for engines
f ) Are they price - conscious
g ) What kinds of complaintshave you received most often
from your customers?
h ) In general , do customersknow how to repair their outboard
engines
i ) Do they concern seriously about the time requirementof
repairs ?
j ) How long do they usually request a repair to be finished ?
3 . to prove the dealers ' attitudes towards OMC
a ) Which brand of engines is the easiest to place an order
b ) Are there any restrictionsin placing an order ?
c ) Is the delivery of OMC goods punctual?
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d ) Do you think the profit margin is reasonable
e ) How often is a visit and a call from the sales personnel
of OMC ?
f ) Please compare the OMC engines with other brands ?
g ) What activitiesor support do you think OMC is doing
insufficiently ?
h ) Do you think other dealers obtain better terms from OMC ?
i ) Would you considerthe offer of being a dealer of a
competitive brand ?
Findings
After the script of the dealer investigationhad been analysed
and its results evaluated by the informationgiven by OMC , the findings
were believed to be facts . These findings could be summarizedinto
four groups :
1 . dealer operations,
2 . dealer - customerrelationship,
3 . dealer - OMC relationship,
4 . other informationabout Yamaha .
Dealer Operations
1 . Most dealers were selling only one brand of outboard engine .
2 . Except for non - service dealers , all dealers repaired all brands
of engines for their customersunless they could not find the
necessaryparts for repairs .
3 . Dealers could be categorizedby their major operations. One
catered for fishery and the other for leisure . Both kinds of
service dealers installed and repaired diesel engines for their
customers . They also provided technical support for their
sub - dealers.
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4 . The dealers who catered for leisure market sold only a limited
amount of outboard engines to fishermen. They usually main - -
tained much higher profit margins for selling engines .
5 . Repairing engines always had a higher margin than selling
engines . However , selling engines , which was the major outboard
business , generatedthe large portion of income in all dealers .
6 . OMC permitedits dealers to have their own sub - dealer systems.
Each dealer was responsiblefor its own sub - dealers and did not
have to report to OMC . In the eyes of the dealers, a sub - dealer
was usually an outlet for obtaining more business . The dealers
thought that sub - dealers need not be familiar with outboards.
They could provide the necessary support after sales .
Dealer - Customer Kelationstilp
1 . All dealers thought that 01 AC ' s outboardengines were most worth
buying because of the cheapest prices in Hong Kong .
2 . Most customershad a brand in mind when they came into the shop
for an outboardengine . Since a lot of fishermenwere of low
literatcy , they usually identified an engine by its colour
combinationor its logo .
3 . Dealers knew most of their customerswho were their old customers
or were introducedby their friends .
4 . Most customers were familiar with outboards although many of them
did not know how to repair an engine .
5 . In general, dealerswho sold severalbrandsof engines, e . g . ,
Shing Kee , would point out the advantagesand weaknessesof each
brand available and let the customers choose since all brands
offered similar profit margins .
6 . Fishermenwere price - consciousfor shops but not brands . More
than half of them cared about the performanceof the engine
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rather than the price . However, fishermenwould go a long way to
buy an engine even if the price was only ten dollars cheaper than
elsewhere.
7 . Fishermendid not complain about the high fuel consumptionf OMC
outboards despite their knowing it . Most complaints came from
the so called ' inferior design ' of the gear box of 0 MC engines.
8 . A case of a complaintfrom a fishermanwas observedin the Pak
Sha Wan dealer . A fishermanbought his engine from a sub - dealer
of the shop far away in Yaumati . The engine was burnt owing to
his mixing no lubricant in the fuel . It costed the fisherman
over a thousand dollars to repair it . The fishermanat first
insisted that it was right to use the engine without lubricant
and bet it would work with a new engine . He suggestedtrying it
with a new engine and he would pay for any damage . Otherwise,
he would like a replacementof his engine . After a long expla -
nation by several persons in the shop , the fishermanwas
convincedthat it was his own fault . However, he still held a
grievance against OMC .
9 . Fishermenusually knew minor repairs , but some fishermen who
worked in off - shore vessels knew how to fix the whole engine .
10 . Fishermenrequireda repair to be done as soon as possible.
Dealers could meet their request at all times .
11 . When a fishing vessel used multiple engines , it would use only
one brand because of the possibility of exchangingparts .
Dealer - Oi 1 C Relationshir
OMC had experiencedstock outs in both engines and spare parts
when a sudden demand came from the Asian market . Other brands
had faced more serious stock out problems , especiallyfor parts .
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2 . OMC followeda ' fair - to - all - dealers' policy . When the total
orders exceededthe company ' s stock , supply would be shared among
dealers.
3 . Unless a stock out happened, OMC would deliver goods punctually
to each dealer twice a week .
4 . All . service dealers received the same discounts. However ,
different dealers might use different strategies , They could
decide on their profit margins within the same certain range .
5 . The sub - dealers might not have outboard engine knowledge. They
just sold engines . Some dealers built their sub - dealer systems
as large as possible , leaving OMC with a very loose control over
its distributionoutlets .
6 . OMC had dealers who catered to the China market . These dealers
were not permitted to sell engines locally . However , some did
sell the engines with very low prices to local users , forcing the
existing service dealer to cut prices . Shing Kee , a OMC dealer
in CheungChau , had such a grievance.
7 . The sales people of OMC seldom visited the dealers ' shops . They
communicatedwith dealers by phone calls two or three times a
week.
8 , Comparedwith other brands , OMC engines were more durable , easier
to repair , easier to start , but had more fuel consumptionha
any other brand .
9 . Most OMC dealers would consider the offer of being a dealer of
other brands if the brands were the most popular ones in the
market.
other Information about Yamaha
1 . Yamaha had no delivery service . Its dealers had to pick up
engines from its sole distributor.
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2 . Yamahahad only two dealers - - Wing Hing and Shing Kee . Wing Hing
was responsiblefor the urban area while Shing Kee was the dealer
for New Territoriesand outlying islands . Shing Kee was also a
Johnsondealer who sold more OMC engines than Yamaha ' s .
3 . Yamaha was not very aggressivein the Hong Kong outboard engine
market . Its sole agent focused on selling motor cycles .
4 . Shing Kee was trying to sell other brands . It had the experience
of selling other brands such as Suzuki and Volvo .
5 . Wing Hing was a very active Yamaha dealer in Aberdeen. Wing Hing
had its own sampan manufacturingfactory and provided very good
service to customers.







The consumer survey showed that commercial users were mostly
illiterate they recognized a brand by its logo and compositionof
colour.
Each fishing port was a small communitywhere circulation and _
sharing of information was confined to the fishermen dwelling there .
Consequently, usage experience was shared . This was reflected in
the fact that the fishermen ' s own experience, friends ' recommendations
and self - observationwere the main sources of influence on the choice
of a particularbrand of engine . Therefore, a user would have a
desired brand in mind before going to the dealer for a purchase.
Another factor that affected the choice of a particular brand
was knowledge of repairs of that particular brand . A fisherman tended
to stick to a brand if he knew how to repair it .
Fishermen' s usage experiencewas based on the engine ' s perfor -
mance on starting , durabilityand fuel economy . In their opinion ,
Johnson and Evinrude were durable and easily started but consumed much
more fuel than Yamaha , which was consideredto economizefuel .
Liner , gill - netter , purse seiner , and marine fish culture
required sampans to assist operation and therefore demanded the use of
outboard engines .
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Of the dealers around Hong Kong , those located in Cheung Chau ,
Aberdeen , Castle Peak Bay , Saukiwan and Sai Kung were important since
most purchase of engines were made in these districts .
Dealer Survey
The dealer survey revealed that most OMC dealers were one brand
dealers . These dealers comprised two groups - one for leisure market
and the other for fishery market . Dealers who catered to the fishery
market sold their engines at lower prices . They provided full
services to fishermen . Because of the higher profit generated from
repairing and the low breakdownrate , dealers ought to sell more
engines . They built up their own sub - dealers systems with very little
control over them . Due to the insufficienttraining of sub - dealers ,
the main source of complaintscame from the engines which were sold
through them . A case of misuse of engine arising from insubstantial
or even misleading instructionswas reported . Another kind of
complaintusually came from the breakdownof the gear - box .
Almost all fishermenknew that OMC engines were sold at the
lowest prices but consumed more gasoline than other brands . When
the fishermenwent to buy their engines , they already had a brand
in mind . Dealers knew most of their customers. However , their
acquaintanceis a less determiningfactor than price .
Fishermendid know how to make minor repairs . Some fishermen,
who worked far out at sea , knew the completeset of engine repairing.
In * such cases , using one brand of engines was an advantagebecause
the parts of the engines could be interchanged.
Although stock outs had happened some time before , the delivery
of goods was punctualall the time .
OMC maintainedgood relations with its dealers . It treated its
service dealers with equality . However , the new group of China
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dealers who sold engines in the local market at very low prices ,
regardlessof the restrictionsfrom OMC , upset some of the dealers .
This could be a potential threat to the OMC - dealers relationship.
A very interesting finding was that OMC dealers favoured selling
the most popular brand in the market . It was hoped that the situation
can be changed if the turnover rate is further improved and more
visits from OMC sales persons can reach the dealers .
In addition , Yamaha had only two dealers in Hong Kong . They were
both very active dealers and one of them was also a Johnson dealer .
As a whole , OMC had done quite a satisfactoryj b in Hong Kong .
Its dealers did function well and could carry out any form of marketing
plans for OMC .
Through the awarness of its credits and insufficiencies, it was
hoped that the OMC dealers ' operationcan keep pace with the ever -
changing market situations .
Recommendations
Although this project was mainly carried out in Hong Kong for the
Hong Kong commercial engine market , some of the recommendationsm ght
still be applicable to other commercialmarkets in South East Asia .
With the intentionthat OMC will get the most out of our project , the
following actions are recommended.
Color and Logo
Commercialoutboard users are mostly illiterate , they can hardly
recognizea brand by its name . Therefore, the compositionof color :
and the logo of a brand come naturally as a means to distinguish
brands . Therefore , it is recommendedthat these two factors be kept
in mind as a basis to any graphic design changesof the engine cover .
Reminderon Fuel Tank
As mentionedin the dealer survey , a new engine was seriously
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damaged due to the negligence of the inexperienceduser not mixing
any Iubricantwith fuel . Yet , the image of 0 MC outboardsi still
impaired.
So , a stick figure reminderof 50 to 1 Mixing rule should be
painted on the upper part of the fuel tank . The reminder will always
receive an eye - catching attention whenever user has to refuel the
engine.
Product Distribution
Strengtheningof sub - dealers
Because outboard engines can be viewed as technical products and
require technical repair service from time to time , it is believed
that any sub - dealers having nothing to ' do with this field should be
barred from the supply of OMC engines unless he is very active and
competentin selling or is situated in a very good location to
attract business .
OMC should map all sub - dealers , check their activenessand
locationsand discuss with dealers to try to - cut out those found
unfit in the OMC distribution network . Particular attention must be
paid to ensure that the sub - dealers , if any , around Aberdeen, Cheung
Chau , Sai Kung , Castle Peak and Shaukiwanthat they are doing the
right things , The reason is most users go to these districts for
engines.
A sales manual should be prepared for sub - dealers to assist
them doing the necessary and appropriatethings in making sales to
users , advising engine maintenance, repairs etc .
Factory - direct dealer structure
The present arrangementis • good and it should he functioned
well in the future as it is now .
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Wing - hing motor cycle in Tin Wan
A stop of OMC supply to Wing - hing is recommended. Becausehe is
an active Yamaha dealer and he will compare the weak points of OMC
engines with the strong points of Yamaha engines . Or he will misstate
anything about OMC products and recommendYamaha .
Multiple- brand dealers / sub - dealers
For all those active dealers or sub - dealers , 0 MC should have an
understandingwith them that they will recommendOMC engines to all
users including those of other brands , and be very enthusiasticn
pushing the sales of OMC engines .
Fish collectoras sub - dealer
It is recommendedthat fish collectorsbe contactedas OMC sub -
dealers . Because one of the sources influencingthe choice of brand
is friends ' recommendations. Being familiar with these fish
collectors , commercialusers tend to regard them as friends and have
trust in them .
OMC should assign the interested parties to dealers and make
sure that these fish collectors will spend effort particularly to
influence other brand users to switch to OMC engines .
Commercial Market Objectives
It is our understandingthat the following objectives should
be achieved:
1 . to maintain or build loyalty among current Johnson and Evinrude
users




To achieve the above ojbectives , the following strategies are
recommended:
1 . to make Johnson and Evinrude the best in the minds of commercial
users in terms of durability, starting , and fuel economy. This
is due to the reason that the performanceof an engine can be
observed in terms of these attributes. Among the three , fuel
economyis most important, for right now non - OMC users employ
this attribute to differentiatebrands . Also , the right cost
of fuel makes them more sensitive to fuel economy .
2 . to differentiateOMC engines from other brands . Specifically,
product developmentand additional features are needed to go in
line with the above recommendedstrategies .
Product development
It is desirable that OMC improves the fuel consumptionof engines
with an ultimate objective of passing the best brand in the outboard
market.
In the short term : pass Yamaha
In the long term : pass the leading brand in the world - wide
outboard market .
A comparisonof brands conducted by the InternationalOrganiza -
tion of ConsumersUnions in 1977 showed that OMC brands were the
highest in terms of fuel consumptionfull throttle compared with
Yamahaand Mercury. So , there ' s an urgent need for OMC to develop
a fuel - economicalmodel .
Additional features
Two additional features are recommendedto be installed in
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ALL commercialmodels .
1 . An electric start should be added to the current manual start
facility , so as to allow users to start engines either electri -
cally or manually. The reasons are as follows :
a ) old fishermencan start engines without the help of others
b ) currently there is no commercialoutboard having an electric
start , therefore , this feature can differentiateOMC engines
from others
c ) an added value for OMC to adjust its current price to a
reasonable level
d ) Japanesewill take this step sooner or later
e ) in case the electricstart is out of order , there ' s still a
manual start facility available .
2 . A mechanismshould be designed to avoid accidental shifting
during high speed . The reasons are as follows
a ) no competitivemodels have this feature
b ) to avoid complaintsof bad gears from old or new users ,
though the damage of gearbox may be due to their own fault .
Promotional Plan
Objectives : to attain commercial market objectives and to
be in line with commercialmarket strategies .
Target : all commercialoutboard users of any age .
The plan is devised to tie in with the product developmenta d
additional features . It is divided into three phases .
Phase I ( now - additionalfeatures )
Objectives
1 . to reinforcethe image of durabilityand easy , starting
to existing outboard users
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2 . to confuse users that rate of fuel consumptiondepends
very much on the way the engine is operated and maintained.
Strategies
1 . Posters
Posters are printed to emphasize the durability and easy
starting of Johnson and Evinrude . They are to be distributed
by OMC personeeland dealers to users of all brands .
The design of this poster is acceptablewhen it can convey
the message of durability and easy starting through visual
impact and motivatethe users to value and keep it .
2 , OMC cassettetape
0 MC cassette is to be producedand attachedto each new
engine . It is to supplementthe existing brochure as an
instruction manual . The contents should include :
a ) a follow up of the promotionalmessagesin the ,
poster
b ) instructionsto teach users the - way to attain
operational efficiency of 0 MC engines
c ) instructionsto teach them the ways to maintain their
engines
d ) instructionsto teach them the ways to repair minor
defects of these engines
e ) introductionof OMC accessoriesin between the
intervals of all the above contents .
It is expected that the contents be presented very
interestinglyto motivate users to listen and act accor -
dingly . Actually, the tape is used as an mediumto
conduct OMC messagesto users .
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Phase II ( introductionof new product features )
Objectives
1 . to make all users aware of new product features
2 . to motivatethem to switch to new models .
Strategies
1 . Sampanrace
A sampan race is organizedto promote users ' awarenessof
new product features .
This is an individual competition, only OMC users are
welcome to participate. The event is to be announced
through fish collectors, dealers , sub - dealers , oil - tankers
and radio . And interested users can enroll through fish
and oil - tankers.collectors, dealers , sub - dealers ,
An OMC T - shirt is to be presentedto each participants a
souvenir . New models are to be presentedas prizes to the
winners.
It is desirable that the new features and their advantages
be emphasizedthroughout the whole event , especially on
race day . The race should take place during various
Chinese festivals , when most users gather .
2 . OMCT - shirt
T - shirts are made with new features emphasizedon them .
A T - shirt is packedwith each new model as a free gift to
motivatepurchase. Also , when the user wears it he is
doing a promotionfor OMC .
3 . Additional content to cassette tape
The new features are to be added to the cassettetapes ,
emphasizing their advantages .
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Phase III ( introductionof fuel economizedmodel )
Objectives
1 . to introducethe new model
2 . to contrast all features of OMC brand with others .
Strategies
1 . Sampan fuel economyrace
For this phase , a sampan fuel economy race jointly
organized by OMC and fishermen association is recommended.
This is again an individualrace but this time users of
all brands are welcome. Also , OMC should make sure that
other brand users participate . For announcementand
enrollment the fishermen association is added to the media
list as stated in phase II .
OMC new fuel - economizedmodels are to be presentedto the
winners as prizes .
It is desirable that the new model and the strengthsof
OMC engines - durability , easy starting , and fuel economy
be emphasizedthroughout the whole event , especially on
race day .
2 . Additional content to cassette tape
After the race , OMC can record onto the cassette tape the
results , which should be in favour of OMC engines .
In addition . , OMC should contrast the strong points of its
engines with other brands .
Business Promotion Staff
If no fish collectoris interestedin being a sub - dealer , then
an OMC service mechanic will have to be a business promotionstaff
with the aim of making friend with fishermen and influencingtheir
choice of brands . Also , from time to time , he can report the market
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situationback to OMC .
To make himself a popular figure among fishermen , the service
mechanic should offer free minor repair service to users of ALL
brands.
Proposal for Further Study
The project related to the commercialoutboard users but left
the non - users untouched. However , the percentageof trawlers in the
fishing fleet had been increasing . This implied that there might be
more non - users in the future . Consequently, research to check the
possibility of exploring the trawler segment and the circumstances
under which outboard engines might be used is warranted .
Epilogue
The project was valuable in that it provided directions to ONC
with respect to product , distribution, and promotionalactivities .
Consequently, resources could be invested to bring about desired
results . Another contributionwas to set an example to guide
researchesof the same nature in other South - East Asian countries.
It also demonstratedthe role of marketing research in organizations
and served as a practical learning for researchers.
Actually , at least three things were learnt by the researchers.
Firstly , the importance of doing marketing research by objectives
was appreciated. 1 Secondly , research methodologyand recommenda-
tions deserved the same degree of emphasis in research . Lastly ,
the appropriateways of evaluating a research proposal and the
monitoringof it were also appreciated.
I K . H . Lee , MarketingResearchBy Objectives, THE HONGKONG










Would you please , tell me who bought this engine 7 i want to
interviewhim .
1 . How many outboardengines do you have ?
( If more than one , please ask and mark down all the brands. )
6416 3208040201
SuzukiMarinermercuryYamahaEvinrudeJohnson TohatsuI
2 . ( For single - - engineuser ask : ) That make is the engineand
its horsepower?
( for multiple- engine user ask : ) What is the latest brand and
its horsepower?
( Brand code , refers to the above box . )
Brand code
Horsepower
From now on , this engine refers to the current brand or
the latest purchase brand .
3 . Where did you buy this engine ?








8Others ( pls specify)
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4 . Have you bought any engines trom a sampan manufacturer
1No
2Yes
Does the sampan manufacturersell no engines ?
1Yes
2No
3Don ' t know








4Dealer ' s opinion
5Shop display
6Others ( pls specify )
7 . Do you know how to fix your engine?
( chaneinaspark is not considereda repair )
lNo
/LYes
8 . Assumingthat you know how to fix this engine , would you
consider buying the same brand next time ?
1No
2Yes
3Don ' t know
9 . What is the normal life of an outboardengine
1Below 1 years
21 - below 2 years
32 - below 3 years
43 - below 4 years
54 - below 5 years
6Above 5 years
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10 . How many days do you spend in one fishing trip ?
124 - hour trip
2Above 24 - hour trip
11 . ( Show photographs. )
Please indicate the brand that you know ?
6416 3204 0801 02
TohatsuJohnson I Evinrude Yamaha Mercury Mariner SuzukiI
12 . ( Show cards . ) Please rank the followingeight attributesin
terms of their relative importance in outboard motor purchasing
decisionsfrom 1 to 118 .
I represents the most important factor , while 8 represents
the least important one in making an outboard purchasing
decision.








13 . Let ' s comparethese four brands : Johnson, Evinrude, Yamaha
and Mercury.
( SHOW THEIR PHOTOGRAPHS. For each attribute, you ask : )
Interms of ' the attribute' , do you think there is any difference
among the four brands .
( If his answeris No or Don ' - . t know , go on the next attri -
bute . If his answeris Yes , then ask : )
In terms of this attribut ( - _ , please identifythe best brand .
( Givea tick / ticksto it / them) . )
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Don' ti


















15 . How old are you ?
16 . How many sampansdo you have ?





1 ) You should bring the following:
a ) a bag with shoulder- belt to hold at less 20 sets of the
questionnaire
b ) a hard file for the job of filling in answers.
2 ) Fill in the interviewrecord form first in case of not - at - home ,
make sure that only one interviewerat tree time records the
not - at - homevessel.
3 ) Fill in the area code in the questionnairesat the beginning
of interviewsin a particulararea .
4 ) When you are on board a vessel , find the decisionmaker of buying
the engine as the respondent. You should act in a warm and
friendly manner and tell the respondenthat you are a student
of The Chinese University of Hong Kong the questions which you
ask are for the sake of doing your homework. If a fishman
tells you that he has been asked several days before , tell him
that this is more systematicand more in depth .
5 ) In question# 1 , count only those outboardswhich can be used .
6 ) In question# 2 , write down 6 for 6 horsepower, 3 . 5 for
3 . 5 horesepowerbe careful of the decimal point .
7 ) In question# 3 , the answer of AberdeenStreet should be
counted in Others .
8 ) In question# 4 , a sampan is the traditionalfishing boat which
is used by the fishermand is not the fast - boat type .
Beware of the answers to this question if the answer to the
first questionis yes , then , the answer to the second
question should always be no .
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9 ) In question# 6 , the answersdealer ' s opinion and shop
display are differentiatedby whether the engine is suggested
by the dealer or not .
10 ) In asking question# 8 , make sure that the respondentrecogni -
zes that the answer is based purely on one factor - knowledge
of repair .
11 ) In question# 10 , if a vessel gets along with both kinds of
trips , the answer will be accordingto the trip that takes most
of the time .
12 ) In question# 11 , the know means have seen before .
13 ) In asking question# 12 , display all the 8 cards ask which one
is the most important factor take away the card which contains
the answer then , ask the respondentagain that which one is
the most important factor among the remaining 7 cards pick out
the card and continue the same process until all 8 cards are
ranked in order . During the whole raking period , keep on
reading out the cards left randomly in order to remind the
fisherman of the attributes .
14 ) In asking question# 13 , get rid of the brands which are not the
answers in question # 11 and fill up the correspondinga swers
with 9 . These brands are not compared. Their photos are not
be shown . Read out all the three asnwers: no , yes , and
don ' t know.
In identifyingthe best brand , you don ' t have to tell the
fishermanthat he can choose two let him suggest the answer .
The operational definitions of the best of the attributes
are listed in the followingpage :
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a ) Parts availability: the most sufficient supply in parts .
b ) Durability : the most durable .
c ) Service : the fastest service .
d ) Price : the cheapest in price .
e ) Fuel economy : the least fuel consumption.
f ) Starting : the easiest to start .
g ) Speed : the fastest in speed .
h ) Reliability : the least number of breakdown.
15 ) In question# 14 , a multi purposevessel is classitlecas













The frequenciesof users in areas being observed breakdown by brand










7 . 9 %5Mercury
1 . 6 %1.Mariner
1 . 6 %1Tohatsu
100. 0 %63












1 . 6 %1Mariner
1 . 6 %1Suzuki
100. 0 %63
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6 ) Lamma, Sok Kwu Wan RelativeAbsolute
FrequencyFrequency
5 . 3 %1Johnson
5 . 3 %1Evinrude
31. 6 %6Yamaha
52. 6 %10Mercury
5 . 3 %1Mariner
100. 0 %19




8 ) Lantau, Tai 0
5 . 9 %1Johnson
52. 9 %9Evinrude
29. 4 %5Yamaha
5 . 9 %1Mercury
5 . 9 %1Suzuki
100. 0 %17
9 ) Sai . Kung
31. 0 %9Johnson
37. 9 %11Evinrude
3 . 4 %1Yamaha
20. 7 %6Merucry
6 . 9 %2Mariner
100. 0 %29
10 ) Castle Peak Bay
36. 7 %22Johnson
55. 0 %33Evinrude
3 . 3 %2Yamaha
3 . 3 %2Mariner
1 . 7 %1Tohatsu
IUU. U 7060
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市
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劃
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銅
鈞
本
研
究
計
劃
由
美
國
舷
外
機
公
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提
出
，
最
初
目
的
在
減
低
市
場
決
策
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險
及
避
免
不
必
要
的
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費
，
其
後
研
究
的
目
標
擴
大
，
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在
漁
業
市
場
中
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找
新
的
市
場
機
會
。
其
具
體
內
容
在
為
該
公
司
設
計
一
套
標
準
的
市
場
研
究
方
法
，
作
為
該
公
司
在
其
他
亞
洲
地
區
建
立
市
場
計
劃
的
基
礎
：
因
此
，
整
套
研
究
是
以
香
港
漁
業
為
中
心
，
由
此
建
立
一
套
市
場
計
劃
，
予
以
施
行
。
本
研
究
計
劃
共
分
三
個
主
要
部
份
：
㈠
現
行
市
場
狀
況
的
評
估
；
㈡
消
費
者
的
行
為
研
究
；
㈢
分
銷
商
的
觀
察
。
關
於
目
前
商
用
市
場
狀
況
的
評
估
，
是
利
用
漁
業
的
趨
勢
作
為
標
準
。
結
果
顯
示
，
由
於
漁
民
人
數
的
日
數
據
減
少
，
漁
船
的
生
產
力
必
須
相
應
提
高
，
始
能
滿
足
日
增
的
魚
類
消
費
需
求
；
由
此
，
捕
魚
作
業
的
方
式
必
須
有
所
轉
變
，
新
型
漁
船
大
都
不
需
要
舢
舨
以
至
舷
外
機
的
協
助
操
作
。
從
而
商
用
舷
外
機
市
場
在
港
已
達
飽
和
階
段
，
除
非
有
新
的
用
途
發
展
，
否
則
市
場
增
長
不
大
。
消
費
者
的
行
為
研
究
著
重
在
找
出
影
響
購
買
者
選
擇
牌
子
的
決
定
性
因
素
，
以
及
這
些
決
定
性
因
素
的
消
息
來
源
。
其
他
希
望
搜
集
到
的
重
要
資
料
包
括
購
買
習
慣
，
和
漁
民
對
舷
外
機
的
一
般
認
識
等
。
研
究
結
果
發
現
大
部
份
使
用
舷
外
機
的
漁
民
所
受
的
教
育
程
度
相
當
低
，
他
們
只
是
倚
靠
商
標
和
顏
色
的
組
合
來
辨
認
牌
子
。
至
於
影
響
他
們
選
擇
牌
子
的
消
費
來
源
主
要
有
三
，
㈠
漁
民
本
身
的
使
用
經
驗
，
㈡
觀
察
他
人
使
用
所
得
的
印
象
，
㈢
朋
友
的
推
薦
。
另
一
方
面
，
懂
得
修
理
某
牌
子
的
舷
外
機
亦
為
促
成
選
擇
購
買
該
牌
子
的
一
個
重
要
因
素
，
然
而
超
過
半
數
的
漁
民
都
根
本
不
民
生
修
理
舷
外
機
。
一
般
來
說
，
漁
民
的
使
用
經
驗
是
憑
機
器
在
耐
用
、
點
火
和
省
油
三
方
面
的
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現
而
得
；
大
多
數
漁
民
認
為
在
臣
和
喜
運
來
兩
個
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子
是
耐
用
、
勿
於
點
火
、
但
耗
油
最
量
較
多
的
舷
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機
，
而
躍
馬
牌
則
是
一
雙
耐
用
、
點
火
頗
易
、
但
非
常
省
油
的
舷
外
機
。
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商
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舷
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；
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商
與
顧
客
，
以
及
與
該
公
司
的
關
係
。
目
的
在
確
保
機
器
在
製
成
以
至
出
售
與
消
費
者
的
過
程
中
沒
有
出
錯
，
心
免
破
壞
一
個
有
效
市
場
計
劃
的
努
力
成
果
。
該
公
司
的
爭
銷
商
各
自
有
其
再
分
銷
體
系
，
而
各
分
銷
商
卻
很
少
對
此
等
體
系
加
以
控
制
，
以
致
大
多
數
的
顧
客
不
滿
皆
由
再
分
銷
商
與
客
人
間
的
交
易
所
造
成
。
各
分
銷
商
熟
悉
其
大
部
份
的
顧
客
，
且
與
顧
客
保
持
非
常
良
好
的
關
係
；
他
們
與
美
國
舷
外
機
公
司
的
關
係
亦
甚
佳
。
綜
合
說
來
，
該
公
司
的
分
銷
商
皆
十
分
稱
職
，
足
以
在
該
公
司
的
市
場
計
劃
中
擔
當
主
要
的
角
色
。
整
個
研
究
最
終
達
致
一
項
市
場
計
劃
的
建
議
，
該
建
議
包
括
：
顏
色
組
合
和
商
標
策
略
，
沒
箱
的
備
忘
設
計
，
產
品
的
配
對
，
商
用
市
場
的
目
標
和
策
略
，
推
廣
計
劃
，
和
貿
易
推
廣
人
員
的
設
置
等
。
預
料
此
市
場
計
劃
在
實
施
後
將
會
為
該
公
司
帶
來
良
好
的
效
果
。


